
Process Team Steering Committee 
Meeting Notes 

17 November 2019 
 
Present: dian marie (facilitator), Paul, Jim, Lisa, LaDawn, Fred 
Not present: Susan, Deborah, David 
 
1. Check-Ins 
2. Announcements/Housekeeping 

a. Notetaker: LaDawn 
 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
SUBSTANTIVE DISCUSSION 
 
1. Child Protection Policy has been finalized and will move forward; CoC panel and Board are working 

to implement it. The rest of the CoC approval process will move forward thereafter. 
2. Update: the Board passed a resolution to formally make CoC task force a permanent committee of 

the Board 
3. PTSC – how are things with us? 

o Where should initiatives live? Landing has been a challenge – not always easy to know what 
to do. Collective amnesia can set in as we reconvene each week, with the difficulty of the 
work and how we’ve come into a lot of huge outward facing projects 

o Let’s continue to return to the Nyen level – what needs to be in place for our ideas to land?  
o Let’s return to the minutes as a “golden thread”  

4. Working on ‘Our story’ (“What has it been like to be on the PT?”) 
a. Lingering obstacles to writing this: Disheartenment; disappointment that “real” work seems 

to happen outside the PT; we need to acknowledge what has been difficult but also act on 
some of the things that seem to be emerging; not acting and being stuck are also painful. 
Can we take these feelings to move forward, acknowledging and getting stuff done and 
moving things in a good direction? What can we pull out of our experience that may actually 
be helpful?  

b. What can we craft as a useful intervention from our shared story that would somehow be 
beneficial to the future? 

i. Use the trajectory from our communications as an introduction then highlight 
concrete projects that have worked – website resources, Survey, CoC, Theory U. 
These “accomplishments” and they feed into recommendations for the future 
(including what crystallizes in u.lab 2x). 

ii. Include the “how” takeaways for making “spaces that work,” and link these to 
recommendations for moving forward with the projects that are emerging now and 
crystallizing.  

1. Heaven: strategies for tuning into what is needed; nurture good feelings 



2. Earth: how to make this happen, practical elements of effective crystallizing 
and prototyping  

iii. Highlight what made success in achieving our original mandate difficult, and what is 
needed to bring to fruition the sangha-wide process of imagining and manifesting 
the future. We need to give the next iteration of the process team a stronger 
foundation than we had; skillful means within a held space. Start with “what do we 
need?” then decide if the PT is even the right structure. 

c. Parts of the document “Our story” and who will work on them: 
i. Part 1: LaDawn will take the trajectory from our communications that Lisa put 

together and craft it into an introduction, as well as add a section on the concrete 
projects we’ve done 

ii. Part 2: dian marie will summarize 2x crystallizations as part of “next steps” [and 
we’ll later add what we come up with for strategic initiatives for the next year] 

iii. Part 3: Fred will work on finalizing a “spaces that work” section that can form a 
strong basis for whatever is crystallizing (both the “Heaven” and “Earth” aspects 
above) 

iv. Part 4: [to be developed at our next call] recommendations for the kind of 
framework that will be needed to carry out strategic initiatives in the coming year 

5. What is the work that needs to be done over the next year (after Shambhala Day)  
(Developing a proposal for the Board for Year 2, including aspects that have already been identified) 

o PT working group strategic aims –  
§ Utility: to intentionally frame future work (as “strategic aims”) rather than 

necessarily thinking about current configuration of PT. Charter will have a PT-wide 
set of recommendations, reflecting back to the WGs so they can be asked to take a 
next step: to see how the work they have accomplished so far fits with strategic 
aims, and if that leads into initiatives for year 2; then ask for a timeline for each WG 
on how that work will get carried out. It is an attempt to include WGs that are still 
active, and incorporate what they are doing going forward. 

§ Strategic aims in Theory U and possible future PT: Can some of the strategic aims be 
moved into Theory U as prototypes? This is one way WGs can feed into the 
community. After Theory U, are people going to “come back” to PT? Who is on 
board for year 2 in the PT? What do they see themselves doing as they continue? 
The charter documents “ongoing work from the PT” and can be used to hand off 
work from the “Year 1 team” to the “Year 2 team;” people who have gone through 
Theory U could be brought in as part of the “new” team. 

§ Linking strategic aims to structure: As the Board empowers different parts of the PT 
to work with them, the question arises “what is the PT?” The new operations person 
is going to have ideas about how to bring this together, so we will have to work 
within the structure they envision. We’re making sure we’re clear about what the 
strategic priorities are, and then we are talking about structure thereafter: what are 
the right structures (connected to board, theory u or…) to meet these aims? [to be 
discussed on next call] 



o Code of Conduct: CoC team met with members of the Board. They had an open discussion 
about how the CoC could include everyone. Child protection module has a few steps to 
move forward – finalizing wording and creating guidelines for local implementation – with 
the goal to roll out before Shambhala Day. The rest of the CoC needs to go through a similar 
process; it needs to go out to the community – perhaps through a Theory U process over the 
next year. What are the support elements to roll out the CoC and who can support this? 

o U.lab 1x and follow up: We’re training the community so we won’t necessarily know what 
the fruition is; that is valuable in and of itself. A lot of people will not go through to u.lab 2x, 
and many will not have finished u.lab 1; there is a conversation happening about how to 
support people to finish up 1x. 

o Ulab 2x: Requires 2-3 people prototyping something specific. Deadline: Dec. 12. Can we 
have a 2x group that keeps their eye on the ball of how to extend Theory U process to the 
community? Discussed proposing a group that prototypes an “on ramp” (readings, videos, 
trainings, materials) for Shambhalians, whether or not they have taken Theory U/u.lab to be 
brought in and included in prototyping. Also discussed forming a community of practice for 
theory u 2x (like support and coaching for whomever).  

6. Practical next steps: What are the tasks that need to be completed before Shambhala Day 2020? 
What work needs to be done to put these in motion? Who will be the lead for each topical area? 

a. Telling our story/Year 1 harvesting 
i. Part 1: LaDawn will take what Lisa did and add concrete projects we’ve done 
ii. Part 2: dian marie will summarize 2x crystallizations  

iii. Part 3: Fred will finalize “spaces that work” for the basis for whatever is crystallizing 
iv. Part 4: add framework needed to carry out strategic initiatives in the coming year 

b. All PT call to gather further input from PT?  
i. Target date: early January 
ii. Goals: 

1. Taking the temperature of PT – what it is that is arising for people at this 
time? How do they see the PT of the future (if at all)? 

2. Who is on board for year 2 in the PT? What do they see themselves doing as 
they continue? 

iii. Use the charter to frame that conversation 
iv. Create a small group to structure the call  

d. Finalizing strategic recommendations for Y2 (incl. seeking input from the wider PT): by Feb 1 
e. Providing recommendations to the Board: Proposal for Year 2 by Feb 1 

 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
NEXT STEPS 
 
1. Summary of decisions and actions 

a) LaDawn will take the “trajectory from our communications” that Lisa put together and craft it 
into an introduction, as well as add a section on the concrete projects we’ve done 

b) dian marie will write up a summary of 2x crystallizations as part of “next steps”  



c) Fred will write up a “spaces that work” section that can form a strong basis for whatever is 
crystallizing (both the “Heaven” and “Earth” aspects above) 

d) Susan will talk to dian marie about submitting a u.lab 2x application by the deadline on Dec. 12 
for a 2x group that keeps their eye on the ball of how to extend Theory U process to the 
community (to create prototypes or “on ramps” for the Shambhala community to engage, even 
if they have not taken u.lab 1x) 

e) Paul will work with Charter WG to prepare charter for all-PT call 
f) Fred will call a small group (Fred, LaDawn, and Susan + Nancy) to structure the all-PT call  

 
2. Target dates and timeline [some dates to be confirmed] 

a) All-PT call: Sunday, January 5, 2020? 
b) Finalizing “our story”: January 15, 2020? 
c) Finalizing strategic recommendations (charter) for Year 2: February 1 
d) Finalizing recommendations to the Board (from “our story” and “charter”): February 1, 2020 
e) U.lab 2x begins in February 

 
3. Next meeting – 15 Dec 2019 
 


